
	  

	  

PEZ Play –   

The digital gaming experience continues! 

With the PEZ Play app, PEZ has created a digital universe guaranteed to provide 

lots of collecting fun and games for the target group of 4–8-year-olds – not to 

mention adult gamers. Simply download the free PEZ Play app from app stores, 

collect and scan candy codes, and away you go! The candy codes can be found in 

PEZ fruit refills. The child-friendly games encourage children to demonstrate their 

creativity, skill and ability to remember things, and basically have fun! 

 

Candy codes on PEZ Play Fruit Refills  

The free PEZ Play app has been available to download from app stores since August 2016. 

The app lets users play entertaining mini games and take funny photos, which they can also 

share or send via social media.  

The story behind it: The world of PEZ Play was once multicoloured and lots of fun for the 

little PEZ men on their islands. Each island was inhabited by a fruit. One day, when these fruits 

vanished from the PEZ world to go to Earth, the world of PEZ suddenly became dull and 

boring. These fruits can now be found here in PEZ Play fruit refills. The kids’ job is to help the 

little PEZ men return to their planets and make the world of PEZ colourful again. To do this, 

they have to find the fruits and corresponding candy codes in the PEZ refills and scan them 

with the PEZ Play app. As a reward, the little PEZ men will let their helpers play on their 

islands. There are six fruits in all and thus also six different games and candy codes. Further 

details are available at www.pez-play.com. 



	  

	  

The PEZ Play app can also be used directly after downloading without having to scan a candy 

code, as one of the mini games is already unlocked. What’s more, the little PEZ man on the 

island is instantly available for taking and sharing funny photos in photo mode. Scanning the 

candy codes unlocks not only new games, but new photo characters, too.  

 

Licensed-theme games with codes on PEZ dispensers 

Additional games – such as those first launched last year with Angry Birds – are available on 

other selected dispensers. These special edition dispensers feature the PEZ Play logo and have 

a candy code printed on the bottom. On scanning the code, kids are whisked off to distant 

planets in the PEZ universe, where an entertaining game matching the licensed theme awaits. 

The game is played with the character whose code is scanned. PEZ fans certainly have 

something to look forward to in April 2017, when a Transformers (Hasbro) mini game will 

also be available in the PEZ Play app and in July 2017, when the universe will be another 

gaming experience richer with the Super Hero Girls (Warner). 

Whether found in PEZ Play fruit refills or on PEZ dispensers, the PEZ candy codes offer easy 

access to the digital world of PEZ Play: simply download the free PEZ Play app from the app 

store, use it to scan the PEZ candy codes from the relevant dispensers or inserts, and head on 

into the digital world of fun and games.  

 

 

 



	  

	  

 

PEZ – a brand with cult status 

The PEZ Group is a globally operating enterprise. In addition to Europe and the USA, the 

brand’s key markets are Japan and Australia. PEZ products are available in over 80 countries. 

The company manufactures around 70 million dispensers and 5 billion candies every year and 

has 750 employees worldwide.  

Besides classic PEZ candies and dispensers, the attractive product portfolio also includes 

various gift packs containing dispensers and candies, seasonal products (Easter, Christmas, 

Halloween, etc.), and licensed and unlicensed dextrose and fizzy candies.  

The free PEZ Play app is a special innovation, marking the cult brand’s entry into the digital 

age: PEZ Play turns PEZ products into an exciting and interactive experience on mobile 

phones and tablets, thus making them even more tangible for the target group. PEZ 

consumers can look forward to additional product benefits on selected dispensers and PEZ 

candies!  

PEZ is exhibiting at the ISM in Hall 10.2, Stand F40/G49. 



	  

	  

The 2017 dispenser highlights 

 

2017 is set to be the year of variety in terms of PEZ dispensers, with a huge 

selection for both boys and girls: starting with the comical Minions and Super 

Mario to the cool superheroes from DC Comics – and featuring interesting new 

characters for girls as well as highlights for boys. The DC Super Hero Girls and the 

Transformers will be special highlights in 2017, available with the additional digital 

feature PEZ Play. Successfully launched in 2016, the concept is set to continue 

with the PEZ Play app. The free PEZ Play app is guaranteed to provide lots of 

collecting fun and games for children and adults alike. Here is an overview of what 

to expect in the 2017 PEZ range. 

 

• Despicable Me 3 with the Minions 

A definite must-see in 2017: Despicable Me 3 – with Gru once again playing the lead role, 

accompanied by his comical companions the Minions. In July 2017, agent Gru will face off 

against a new villain, who will prove to be his nemesis. With the help of his twin brother Dru 

and his family, it will all turn out fine in the end. Due to his special Minion role in Despicable 

Me 3, Jerry simply has to feature in the PEZ range of dispensers. Together with Stuart and 

Dave, the funny little yellow men will be available in stores from April spreading the joy. 

Banana?!   

 

 



	  

	  

• Super Mario – Nintendo 

Super Mario is an absolute video game classic and a real highlight of the 2017 range. Since the 

release of Super Mario Bros. in 1985, the adventures of the friendly plumber have been 

thrilling kids and adults ever since. In December 2016, Nintendo released the ‘Super Mario 

Run’ app for iOS, offering lots of new gaming adventures for the unconventional heroes of the 

digital world. As of early 2017, Mario, Princess Peach, Donkey Kong and Yoshi will be available 

in the real world as PEZ dispensers. 

 

• PAW Patrol  

PAW Patrol is an action and adventure series and has been a big TV hit with kids since 2013. 

The series is about six brave young dogs kept by a young boy called Ryder in Adventure Bay. 

Together, they embark on problem-solving missions. The funny series is all about heroism, 

passion, community, teamwork, cool devices and vehicles. The popular characters Chase, the 

police dog, and Skye, the cool pilot, will be available in stores from April as PEZ dispensers. 	  

 

• Best of Nickelodeon 

Nickelodeon first appeared as a TV channel in the US in 1979. Today, it is broadcast in over 

172 countries and has since achieved brand status. Nickelodeon produces its own TV series, 

which prove highly popular with viewers. We all know SpongeBob SquarePants, Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles and PAW Patrol. All the more reason therefore to create a range of favourite 

characters. Entitled the ‘Best of Nickelodeon’, SpongeBob, Raphael from the Ninja Turtles, 

and Chase and Skye from PAW Patrol are available as PEZ dispensers from April 2017.  



	  

	  

• PEZ Play – Transformers 

After making a brief appearance in 2016, the Transformers dispensers are coming back on the 

market just in time for the cinema release in summer 2017. This time, however, Bumblebee, 

Optimus Prime and Grimlock will be armed with a very special added extra: a PEZ candy code 

on the PEZ dispenser box – which opens up a whole new dimension. Simply download the 

free PEZ Play app, use it to scan the code and let the fun and games begin. An exciting race 

against time awaits. Kids have to dodge the obstacles while being timed. Luckily, PEZ candies 

also appear on the racetrack – the more they collect, the more time they get. At the end of 

the game, kids can turn into their transformer and take a photo – thanks to augmented reality! 

All three of the PEZ dispensers available thus appear in the mini game, which was developed in 

cooperation with Hasbro – the strong brand behind the Transformers – and Zappar. 	  

 

• PEZ Play – DC Super Hero Girls 

The DC Super Hero Girls are the new heroes for girls, who can look forward to interacting 

with their four favourite characters on PEZ Play in 2017. Kids can unlock PEZ Play games by 

downloading the free PEZ Play app and scanning the PEZ candy codes found on dispenser 

boxes. Girls love Super Hero Girls! The four heroines all go to Super Hero High, are witty, 

self-confident, brave and strong. Not only do they save the world, they also use small gestures 

to show what really makes a true super hero girl. In the newly created universe, girls have the 

opportunity to discover their own strengths and build up their self-confidence. Supergirl, 

Wonder Woman, Harley Quinn and Batgirl will be available in stores from July with PEZ Play.   

 

 



	  

	  

• Justice League – Batman, Superman, Flash 

A new era of superheroes has most definitely arrived. There has certainly been a lot of hype 

on the subject these past few years, which is set to continue in the next few years. Batman 

and Superman are two of the most popular superheroes around and many a film has already 

been shot featuring these two. Together with Flash, they are the first members of the ‘Justice 

League’. In late 2017, the film Justice League Part I is set to hit cinemas. Batman, Superman and 

Flash will be available as PEZ dispensers from October. 

 

• Yo-kai Watch 

Yo-kai Watch is about a boy called Nate, who can talk to Yo-kai using his magic watch. Yo-kai 

are invisible spirits who play various tricks on people and are thus responsible for a lot of daily 

mishaps. Nate wants to make friends with the little beings and get them to help people. 

Gaining popularity the world over, it is now available in various formats –	  numerous toys and 

games, as well as video games, a TV series and much more. The popular Yo-kai Jibanyan, 

Robonyan, Komasan and Komajiro will be on the market from autumn 2017 as PEZ 

dispensers.	  

 

• The Smurfs 

The Smurfs are something of a cult and have been a childhood companion for many 

generations. They have also been available as PEZ dispensers several times – naturally, in 

keeping with the latest design. In April 2017, Smurfs: The Lost Village is set to hit the big screen. 

After all the live action films in recent years, Sony is bringing viewers back into the animated 

world of the Smurfs. Brainy Smurf, Smurfette, Papa Smurf and a classic Smurf will be available 

from February 2017 as new PEZ dispensers. 



	  

	  

• PEZmojis 

Emojis, mojis, emoticons, smileys – we all know them and use them to express our feelings 

and emotions. From early 2017, PEZmojis will be available in stores as PEZ dispensers. 

The funny yellow heads will be ‘laughing’, ‘crying laughing’, ‘in love’ and ‘cool’ in colourfully 

designed PEZ boxes and are guaranteed to brighten your day. In autumn 2017, Sony is 

launching the Emojimovie: Express Yourself! across cinemas worldwide – which goes to show 

just how popular they have become. 

	  

• Hello Kitty 

PEZ just wouldn’t be the same without Hello Kitty. The famous little kitty has been a 

permanent feature in the PEZ range since 2002 – much to the delight of little girls. Millions of 

Hello Kitty PEZ dispensers have already been sold worldwide and were even available as XXL 

dispensers. In 2017, this little classic will be appearing in an all new look. This time, it’s all 

about the famous pink bow. Both the packaging and the dispenser have been redesigned with 

this in mind. The Hello Kitty PEZ dispensers will be available in stores from April 2017. 

 

• My Little Pony 

My Little Pony has meanwhile also become a PEZ classic. 2017 is set to be an exceptional year 

of friendship, loyalty and magic for the sweet little ponies. In an exciting and fun-filled 

adventure, they will be hitting the big screen and working their magic on little girls 

everywhere. Naturally, such a special occasion has to be celebrated, which is why the most 

popular ponies will also be featuring in the PEZ range: Twilight Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, 

Pinkie Pie and Fluttershy will be available from October 2017 in a nice new packaging design.	  

 



	  

	  

• PEZ dispenser classics 

Popular characters from 2016 will also continue to feature in the range: Max, Chloe, Snowball 

and Duke from the Illumination adventure Pets and Poppy, Branch and Guy Diamond from the 

brightly coloured film about the happy little Trolls. The Angry Birds dispensers Red, Chuck 

and Bomb will also be available in 2017 with the additional PEZ Play feature. In selected 

regions, characters from Frozen, Best of Pixar, Mickey Mouse Clubhouse, Star Wars and Disney 

Princess will be available as PEZ dispensers, too.  

 

PEZ – a brand with cult status 

The PEZ Group is a globally operating enterprise. In addition to Europe and the USA, the 

brand’s key markets are Japan and Australia. PEZ products are available in over 80 countries. 

The company manufactures around 70 million dispensers and 5 billion candies every year and 

has 750 employees worldwide.  

Besides classic PEZ candies and dispensers, the attractive product portfolio also includes 

various gift packs containing dispensers and candies, seasonal products (Easter, Christmas, 

Halloween, etc.), and licensed and unlicensed dextrose and fizzy candies.  

The free PEZ Play app is a special innovation, marking the cult brand’s entry into the digital 

age: PEZ Play turns PEZ products into an exciting and interactive experience on mobile 

phones and tablets, thus making them even more tangible for the target group. 

PEZ consumers can look forward to additional product benefits on selected dispensers and 

PEZ candies!  

PEZ is exhibiting at the ISM in Hall 10.2, Stand F40/G49. 



	  

	  

PEZ makes you smile: sweet gift ideas for all occasions! 

 

In 2017, PEZ is once again focusing on current licensed themes in high-quality 

packaging for its gift range. The special PEZ gifts are sure to be a huge hit with 

kids and adults alike, especially in travel retail, special in-store promotions and the 

PEZ online shop (shop.pez.at). The sweet gift sets make the ideal little souvenir 

from a trip or gift for various special occasions. One thing’s for sure: PEZ gifts are 

guaranteed to make the recipients smile.     

One of the most popular gift sets continues to be the PEZ Twinpack. In 2017, PEZ is 

bringing out another four new Twinpack licences, including two PEZ dispensers from the 

respective range and four fruit refills. Boys can look forward to the cool PEZ Play 

Transformers Twinpack, featuring Bumblebee, Optimus Prime and Grimlock. PEZ Play 

means kids can also unlock the PEZ Transformers mini game in the PEZ Play app. Simply 

download the free PEZ Play app, use it to scan the PEZ candy code on the dispenser box and 

then let the exciting fun and games begin. The Angry Birds can also be found in a PEZ Play 

Twinpack. Unlock the PEZ Angry Birds mini game via the Angry Birds Action! app with the 

PEZ Play Angry Birds Twinpack, including Red, Chuck and Bomb. Simply download the 

free Angry Birds Action! app, use it to scan the bird code on the dispenser box, and have fun 

with the respective character. The girls will see a return of the classic Hello Kitty with new 

PEZ dispensers as well as the bright and funny Trolls Twinpack. The latter is sure to make 

any kids’ bedroom extremely bright and cheerful. Released in late 2016, the movie marks the 

start of a truly ‘trolly’ time.  

 



	  

	  

2017 is set to be a really big year for the PEZ XXL dispensers, with one of the most 

popular Minions – Bob – making his PEZ début. The XXL version of the friendly yellow 

creature is sure to thrill PEZ fans big and small. XXL Bob will be available from April together 

with 14 PEZ fruit refills.  

Another popular favourite with kids are the high-quality metal PEZ Gift Tins. Girls can look 

forward to My Little Pony. The small My Little Pony Tin looks so cute and offers enough 

space for the three My Little Pony PEZ dispensers Rainbow Dash, Twilight Sparkle and 

Fluttershy as well as six fruit refills. Both boys and girls are sure to be delighted with one 

theme in 2017: the Despicable Me 3 Gift Tin. The cool metal tin is packed with the three 

PEZ dispensers Jerry, Stuart and Dave, plus six PEZ fruit refills, and is sure to delight children 

everywhere. When empty, the tin is also ideal for storing small and large treasures.  

The funny characters from Despicable Me 3 just had to appear in our bag range, too. 

2017 will feature 85g bags containing the PEZ dispensers Jerry, Stuart and Dave on the 

popular theme in the PEZ gift range. Girls and boys can also look forward to a very special 

classic in 2017: Nintendo will also be available as 85g bags, packed with Super Mario, Princess 

Peach, Donkey Kong and Yoshi. The bags contain one licensed PEZ dispenser, ten PEZ fruit 

refills and two little gift stickers matching the licensed dispenser. The popular Transformers 

and My Little Pony bags from 2016 will also continue to feature in the range.  

A new addition is the brightly coloured Trolls 183.5g XXL bag. The bag contains one Trolls 

PEZ dispenser, six PEZ fruit refills, five PEZ Cola refills, ten PEZ Fizzy rolls, a 30g PEZ Fizzy 

fruit mix and five colourful bracelets. XXL fun guaranteed for girls everywhere with these 

truly ‘trolly’ gifts! 

 

 



	  

	  

PEZ – a brand with cult status 

The PEZ Group is a globally operating enterprise. In addition to Europe and the USA, the 

brand’s key markets are Japan and Australia. PEZ products are available in over 80 countries. 

The company manufactures around 70 million dispensers and 5 billion candies every year and 

has 750 employees worldwide.  

Besides classic PEZ candies and dispensers, the attractive product portfolio also includes 

various gift packs containing dispensers and candies, seasonal products (Easter, Christmas, 

Halloween, etc.), and licensed and unlicensed dextrose and fizzy candies.  

The free PEZ Play app is a special innovation, marking the cult brand’s entry into the digital 

age: PEZ Play turns PEZ products into an exciting and interactive experience on mobile 

phones and tablets, thus making them even more tangible for the target group. 

PEZ consumers can look forward to additional product benefits on selected dispensers and 

PEZ candies!  

PEZ is exhibiting at the ISM in Hall 10.2, Stand F40/G49. 



	  

	  

PEZ Dextrose: energy for the day!  

 

Licensed and unlicensed dextrose products are part and parcel of the PEZ range. 

Only the best from PEZ: all PEZ Dextrose candies are lactose- and gluten-free, 

contain no artificial colours or flavours and are available in delicious flavours for 

both vegans and vegetarians. Some products even contain vitamins in addition to 

high-quality ingredients: such as the PEZ Premium Dextrose with natural flavours, 

vitamins, calcium and folic acid, which was launched in 2016.  

Licensed Dextrose packs: 

Licensed 30g packs available in 2017 include characters from The Smurfs, Despicable Me 3, 

Trolls, PAW Patrol and Yo-kai Watch in the flavours orange, lemon and raspberry. All products 

are vegetarian, lactose- and gluten-free and contain no artificial colours or flavours. My Little 

Pony and the Transformers will continue to feature in the range in packs of lemon, orange and 

raspberry fruit mix.   

Dextrose rolls: 

The fruity 39g dextrose rolls have been part of the PEZ Dextrose range since 2012. Dextrose 

rolls are available in the flavours raspberry, lemon, orange and blackcurrant. All PEZ Dextrose 

rolls are lactose- and gluten-free, vegan, free from artificial colours and flavours and packed 

with vitamin C.  

 

 



	  

	  

PEZ Premium Dextrose: 

The candies in the brightly coloured 45g packs are safely sized for children and available since 

spring 2016 in the flavours strawberry, raspberry and tutti frutti. The packs of tasty vegan 

dextrose candies feature charismatic creatures and not only look good, but also taste good 

thanks to high-quality ingredients: 100% natural flavours, eight vitamins (vitamin E, C, B6, 

thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, biotin and pantothenic acid), calcium and folic acid. The selected 

ingredients create a premium product and are the ultimate sweet treat: ‘Mmmmhhh!’    

PEZ – a brand with cult status 

The PEZ Group is a globally operating enterprise. In addition to Europe and the USA, the 

brand’s key markets are Japan and Australia. PEZ products are available in over 80 countries. 

The company manufactures around 70 million dispensers and 5 billion candies every year and 

has 750 employees worldwide.  

Besides classic PEZ candies and dispensers, the attractive product portfolio also includes 

various gift packs containing dispensers and candies, seasonal products (Easter, Christmas, 

Halloween, etc.), and licensed and unlicensed dextrose and fizzy candies.  

The free PEZ Play app is a special innovation, marking the cult brand’s entry into the digital 

age: PEZ Play turns PEZ products into an exciting and interactive experience on mobile 

phones and tablets, thus making them even more tangible for the target group. 

PEZ consumers can look forward to additional product benefits on selected dispensers and 

PEZ candies!  

PEZ is exhibiting at the ISM in Hall 10.2, Stand F40/G49. 

 



	  

	  

PEZ Fizzy: a sparkling start to 2017  

 

The tasty products in the Fizzy range are available in a variety of designs and 

packaging. Whether in classic PEZ form, a practical resealable box or a brightly 

coloured roll, the products have proven hugely popular over the years and are 

ideal as a sweet snack. The wide range of PEZ Fizzy products includes both 

licensed and unlicensed packs. All PEZ Fizzy products are lactose-/gluten-free and 

vegan, as well as being free from artificial colours and flavours.  

Licensed Fizzy packs: 

Licensed packs include resealable 30g boxes. 2017 will see the addition of new characters 

from The Smurfs, Trolls, Despicable Me 3, PAW Patrol and Yo-kai Watch. Trolls contains 

heart-shaped candies in the flavours strawberry and tutti frutti. The Smurfs, Despicable Me 3, 

PAW Patrol and Yo-kai Watch contain round, flat candies in the flavours strawberry, apple 

and tutti frutti.  

Fizzy rolls: 

PEZ Fizzy rolls are available in 3g and 6g rolls in a tasty fruit mix of strawberry, apple and 

tutti frutti. The 3 g rolls are available in a plastic tub of 300 PEZ Fizzy rolls, the 6g rolls in a tub 

of 150 rolls. New additions to the 2017 range include 6g Fizzy rolls in a 54g bag of 9 rolls.   

 

 



	  

	  

PEZ – a brand with cult status 

The PEZ Group is a globally operating enterprise. In addition to Europe and the USA, the 

brand’s key markets are Japan and Australia. PEZ products are available in over 80 countries. 

The company manufactures around 70 million dispensers and 5 billion candies every year and 

has 750 employees worldwide.  

Besides classic PEZ candies and dispensers, the attractive product portfolio also includes 

various gift packs containing dispensers and candies, seasonal products (Easter, Christmas, 

Halloween, etc.), and licensed and unlicensed dextrose and fizzy candies.  

The free PEZ Play app is a special innovation, marking the cult brand’s entry into the digital 

age: PEZ Play turns PEZ products into an exciting and interactive experience on mobile 

phones and tablets, thus making them even more tangible for the target group. 

PEZ consumers can look forward to additional product benefits on selected dispensers and 

PEZ candies!  

PEZ is exhibiting at the ISM in Hall 10.2, Stand F40/G49. 

 



	  

	  

Company Structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	  

	  

PEZ Candy Inc. 

Orange, USA 
Distribution USA, Canada 
& Candy Production  

	  

PEZ International GmbH 

Vienna, Austria 
Production  

Györiplast  

Györ, Hungary 
PEZ-Box Production 

PEZ Production Europe Kft. 

Jánossomorja, Hungary  
Candy Production 

PEZ AG 

Traun, Austria  
Headquarters  

 
PEZ International GmbH 

Traun, Austria  
Marketing & Sales Company 

 



	  

	  

PEZ in 80 countries 

 

 

               PEZ is represented in 

Top 20 Countries:  
USA, Germany, UK, Japan, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Canada, Austria, France, Spain, 
Australia, Netherlands, Hungary, Russia, Belgium, Serbia, Switzerland, Finland, Portugal 

 

	  



	  

	  

Contacts 

If you have further questions please do not hesitate to contact us. 

For sales-specific enquiries please get in touch with: 

 

 

 

For product- and marketing-specific enquiries please contact: 

 

Gabriele Hofinger, MBA 
Head of Marketing & Licensing 
PEZ International GmbH 

Phone:  +43 (0)732 38999-1610 
Fax:    +43 (0)732 38999-1264 
Mail:  gh@pez.at	  

Hans Bangelmeier, MBA 
Managing Director 
PEZ International GmbH 

Phone: +43 (0)732 38999-1615 
Fax:  +43 (0)732 38999-1611 
Mail: ba@pez.at	  
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Mickey Clubhouse 
© Disney
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Star Wars

starwars.com © & TM Lucasfilm Ltd.
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© Disney
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Gifts

1.) © 2016 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.

2.) Angry Birds™ & © 2016 Rovio Entertainment Ltd 
and Rovio Animation Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

3., 8.) DreamWorks Trolls © 2016 DreamWorks 
Animation LLC.  All Rights Reserved.

4.) © 1976, 2017 SANRIO CO., LTD.

5., 7.) Despicable Me 3 is a trademark and copyright 
of Universal Studios. Licensed by Universal Studios. All 
Rights Reserved.

6.) © 2017 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.

9.) TM & © 2017 Nintendo.
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1.) 2.) 3.)
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7.) 8.) 9.)
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6.)
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5.)
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Dextrose

1.) © Peyo - 2016 - Licensed through I.M.P.S. 
(Brussels) - www.smurf.com 

2.) Despicable Me 3 is a trademark and copyright of 
Universal Studios. Licensed by Universal Studios. All 
Rights Reserved.

3.) DreamWorks Trolls © 2016 DreamWorks 
Animation LLC.  All Rights Reserved.

4.) © 2017 Spin Master PAW Productions Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. PAW Patrol and all related titles, logos and 
characters are trademarks of Spin Master Ltd. Nickelo-
deon and all related titles and logos are trademarks of 
Viacom International Inc.

5.) ©LEVEL-5/YWP

6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 11., 12.) © & TM by PEZ AG
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1.)

PEZ_ZKlick_Dextrose_ 
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2.) 3.)
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4.) 5.)
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7.) 8.)
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9.) 10.)
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People
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Manfred Födermayr, 
CEO
© PEZ AG

Hans Bangelmeier, 
Managing Director
© PEZ International GmbH

Gabriele Hofinger, 
Head of Marketing
© PEZ International GmbH

Fizzy

1.) © Peyo - 2016 - Licensed through I.M.P.S. 
(Brussels) - www.smurf.com 

2.) Despicable Me 3 is a trademark and copyright of 
Universal Studios. Licensed by Universal Studios. All 
Rights Reserved.

3.) DreamWorks Trolls © 2016 DreamWorks 
Animation LLC.  All Rights Reserved.

4.) © 2017 Spin Master PAW Productions Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. PAW Patrol and all related titles, logos and 
characters are trademarks of Spin Master Ltd. Nickelo-
deon and all related titles and logos are trademarks of 
Viacom International Inc.

5.) ©LEVEL-5/YWP

6., 7.) © & TM by PEZ AG
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